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Summary
This paper looks at two aspects of currency return–the embedded return
from holding currency exposure, and the return available from active curren-
cy management.

It examines the evidence for systematic return from currency exposure
with the perspective of a number of base currencies.  It concludes that the
returns to currency exposure are episodic; that they can be positive or nega-
tive for long periods of time; but that they have a long-term average of zero.

The paper then looks at the evidence for the ability of active managers to
add value.  It looks at survey data, but more importantly studies the structure
of the foreign exchange market for any sources of market inefficiency.  It
concludes that, despite the relatively short track record of the currency over-
lay sector, there is evidence that the universe of active managers have added
value. It also concludes that there are stable characteristics of the foreign
exchange market that are likely to create and sustain market inefficiencies.

Embedded Return
I want to examine the evidence for embedded return in currencies.

Lets start with a simple two country model.  Suppose that these two coun-
tries have their own asset markets, and their own currencies.  Their asset mar-
kets may perform very differently (they may have very different natural re-
sources; economic polices; size; and a thousand possible other distinguishing
features).  However the performance of their currencies is always correlated; in
fact the correlation is 100%, and negative.  This is because the only base mea-
sure for each currency is the other.  If one currency goes up 10%, then this is
measured against the other currency.  By definition, the other currency will go
down about 10%.  (Not exactly 10% because of convexity – in fact down
9.0909...%).  This relationship means that over time, whatever the perfor-
mance of the two currencies, the value of currencies in general will remain con-
stant.  This means that the average investor (which in this case would view half
of his portfolio from each base currency), cannot expect currencies to generate
a return, not just as a matter of fact, but as a matter of logic.

It is an entirely separate question whether individual currencies are pre-
dicted by an investor to be weak or strong.  If an investor views his home
currency as perennially weak, it may be entirely logical for him to hold for-
eign currency exposure in the hope of a positive return.  This decision will be
made in the light of the scale of the expected return, and the volatility asso-
ciated with holding the currency exposure.
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Currency Surprise
One of the difficulties that investors have faced
as they internationalized their portfolios was to
get adequate information about what their cur-
rency returns were.  Custodians reporting on in-
ternational portfolios quite naturally used their
standard “mark-to-market”’ technology for valua-
tion.  This was based on two valuation elements–
the market valuation expressed in local (i.e. for-
eign) currency, and the spot rate to convert the
local currency to USD (or whatever the base cur-
rency was).  This naturally threw up an attribu-
tion split – the local market returns and the cur-
rency returns (i.e. spot-to-spot).  Unfortunately,
this split has systematically biased the currency
returns reported from those that are investible –
because spot currency is not investible.  The As-
sociation for Investment Management and Re-
search (AIMR) issued a paper on benchmarks1 in
1998 which discusses this issue clearly and in
some detail.  Many consultants, although few
custodians, have now adapted their technology
and their attribution to conform to the AIMR
recommendation (which is written from a US
perspective) – that currency returns should be
split from foreign asset returns on investible lines.
These are a) currency return = currency surprise
and b) foreign asset returns = hedged asset re-
turns in USD (note not local returns).  From this
point on we will therefore use currency surprise
as the measure for embedded currency return.

As a reminder, currency surprise (Ct) ex-
pressed as a percentage for a foreign currency in
period t is:

(Foreign currency spot rate t) - (Foreign currency forward rate t-1)
Foreign currency spot rate t-1

Where: Foreign currency spot rate t  = USD/
Foreign Currency at the end of period t
Foreign currency forward rate t-1  =
USD/Foreign Currency forward rate at
the end of period t-1 for delivery at the
end of period t.

Most exchange rates are quoted Foreign Cur-
rency/USD, so for currency surprise their recipro-
cals are used.

For investors to have a clear view of the his-
torical embedded currency return in international
portfolios they must examine the history of cur-

rency surprise.  For longer periods the one-period
returns above are geometrically linked as follows:
n-period % return at end period t (RCtn):

RCtn ={[(1 + Ct) x (1 + Ct-1) x (1 + Ct-2) x …. x (1 + Ct-(n-1))] – 1} x 100%
and annualized (AC):

ACtn ={[(1 + RCtn) 
(x/n)] – 1} x 100%

Where x = number of periods t in one year (i.e. if
t is monthly, x = 12)

Note that when calculating one-period un-
hedged foreign asset returns, hedged asset returns
and currency surprise must be added together.
For multiple periods, geometric linking of asset
returns adds a further (mathematical) moment to
the impact of currency: so the annualized curren-
cy surprise calculated as above (i.e. excluding
assets) will be different from the difference in the
annualized returns between a hedged and an un-
hedged foreign asset (i.e. the annualized impact
of currency).

Historical Evidence
The four graphs in Exhibits 1 through 4 show the
currency surprise of three major currencies (as an
index 1980=100) against four different base cur-
rencies – USD, JPY, GBP, DEM (subsequently
EUR).  A cursory glance at all four does not give
the impression of generally positive returns –
indeed such a thing would be impossible (see
‘Embedded Return’ above).  A further glance
shows that returns are strongly episodic.  Finally,
the DEM alone of this group of major currencies
appears to have been significantly weak – the
others do not show any discernible trend against
each other .

We can also summarise the above data in an-
nualized return form.  The graph overleaf shows
the matrix of currency surprise versus the other
currencies (Exhibit 5).

The average of all the 20-year annualized
currency surprises is 0.1% - and this only not
zero because of convexity effects.  Taking a glo-
bal context, currency surprise has a mean of zero,
and an expected mean of zero.

It is the realisation that expected return from
currency embedded in foreign assets is zero that
has driven much of the debate over currency
benchmarks.  If currencies (or any asset class)
yield zero (excess) return and significant positive
volatility (as currencies do – about 11.5% p.a.
over 20 years), then no optimizer will allocate
any significant proportion of a fund to currencies.

This leaves many currency overlay managers

Ct= ✕100%

1 AIMR Benchmarks and Performance Attribution Subcom-
mittee Report, John C. Stannard et al, August 1998
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arguing that allocations to their asset class speciali-
ty should be reduced (i.e. hedged), not increased –
which runs rather contrary to the traditional role
of a specialist asset manager of promoting his
speciality class.

Active Management
Many investors who hear this argument are puz-
zled.  Here is a currency specialist arguing that
currency is zero sum; that it all comes out in the
wash (actually we don’t argue that generally), and
that investors can improve the efficiency of their
portfolio by reducing their allocation to curren-
cies.  Where is your value-added, they ask?

Our answer is that the question of setting
benchmark (or “neutral”) portfolios (which is
what we have been discussing) is completely sep-
arate from the argument about whether a particu-
lar style/asset class manager/universe of managers
can add value versus a benchmark.

There is now a lively debate about efficiency
in the equity markets.  While there is a significant
undercurrent of opinion that favors passive over
active equity management (for reasons of costs

and questionable active manager performance),
this debate does not spill over to whether one
should hold equities at all.  In the same way, cur-
rency overlay managers’ ability to add value or

Exhibit 2.  CURRENCY SURPRISE–GBP BASE VS. GBP, JPY, DEM
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Exhibit 3.  CURRENCY SURPRISE–JPY BASE VS. USD, GBP, DEM
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Exhibit 1.  CURRENCY SURPRISE–USD BASE
1980=100

Exhibit 4.  CURRENCY SURPRISE–DEM/EUR BASE
1980=100

Exhibit 5.  ANNUALIZED CURRENCY SURPRISE MATRIX
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not is unrelated to whether or not a benchmark
should be unhedged, partially hedged or fully
hedged.

With this in mind, we can examine two aspects
of active currency management.  Firstly, the survey
evidence of value-added in the manager universe.
Secondly, what kind of inefficiencies active manag-
ers are picking up, and whether they will last.

Survey Data
In 1998, an US consultancy managed by Brian
Strange, Currency Performance Analytics, pub-
lished a seminal survey paper entitled “Do Cur-
rency Overlay Managers Add Value?”. This paper
attempted, for the first time, to analyze the live
track records of the universe of established cur-
rency overlay managers over the period 1990-
1997.  Quoting from the report:

“Seventeen well-established currency overlay
management firms, each with more than $1 bil-
lion of currency overlay risk under management,
were asked to provide quarterly returns for all of
their overlay management accounts. The $1 bil-
lion cut-off mark was established in order to con-
fine the study to the managers most active in the
institutional investment market. It was preferable
to study all of the individual accounts of the man-
agers instead of composite information, as the
individual account data was both more compre-
hensive and reliable.

Of the 17 managers polled, 11 submitted de-
tailed performance numbers for all of their ac-
counts, 3 submitted composites, and 3 declined
to participate. Account data was given from in-
ception of the account through the fourth quarter
of 1997, or an earlier account termination date...”

The report found that the manager universe
generated significant value-added (about 1.9%
p.a.) over the surveyed period.  This is an unusual
finding, because out-performance is not available
to managers through anything other than suc-
cessful hedge ratio bets.  A currency benchmark
is not like, say, a government fixed income
benchmark where everybody can outperform by
taking lower quality credits, and thereby retain-
ing the risk premium.  The table in Exhibit 6
gives some salient statistics.

There are likely to be survivor biases in both
clients and managers; the results are not audited,
and the period when most accounts were operat-
ing (1995-97) was one with very strong trends in
exchange rates.  However, even discounting the
size of the value-added to accommodate these

objections, there is no doubt that on any measure
the universe surveyed added significant value
versus a neutral benchmark.  These managers will
rarely (if ever) have used instruments or currency
relationships outside the benchmark coverage.
Forward contracts (used in overlay) are zero-sum
bilateral contracts, there therefore have to be
some other participants, not included in this sur-
vey, that have lost, collectively, the equivalent
amount of money that the overlay managers have
made.  Who are these participants, and why did
they lose money?

The Foreign Exchange Market Structure
The foreign exchange (FX) market is very large –
about USD 1.5 trillion a day,2 and the vast major-
ity of the participants both by number and value
are not international pension fund investors.  Ac-
cording to the BIS, which orchestrates the central
bank surveys on which the FX market data is
founded, financial customers (defined as all finan-
cial customers except banks involved in the FX
surveys) accounted for 18% of trading volume.
Financial customers include non-FX dealing
banks, insurance companies, pension funds, mutu-
al funds and mutually owned banking and savings
organisations, financial arms of commercial com-
panies, leasing companies, and so on.  A reason-
able guess is that pension funds account for no
more than 5% of market turnover.  Of this vol-
ume, the vast majority is the necessary spot FX
transactions to settle international purchases and
sales.  Pension fund currency overlay is likely to
account for less than 1% of FX market turnover.

We can check this “guesstimate” by looking at
the scale of the overlay sector from the mandate
perspective.  In 1998, there was probably not more
than USD 150 billion of international assets under

Overall quarterly
returns

Return (Value Added) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.47%
Risk (Standard Deviation) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.73%

Total Accounts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 152
# Positive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 121

Account Quarters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,783
# Positive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,077

Exhibit 6.  CURRENCY PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS MAY 1998 REPORT

2 Bank for International Settlements (BIS), Basle, May 1999.
Central Bank survey of foreign exchange and derivatives market
activity, 1998.
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active currency overlay.  Overlay managers may
(as a top estimate) actively turn over four times the
exposure in a year.  This is USD 600 billion a year,
or USD 2.4 billion per (working) day.  After ad-
justing for some double counting, and using only
derivatives market activity as the base, the BIS Sur-
vey has daily FX volume at USD 990 billion.3  This
puts overlay at 0.2% of turnover.

This is important, because if the active tech-
niques used by the overlay sector became a sig-
nificant proportion of the FX market, then the
inefficiencies that the active managers had isolat-
ed would tend to disappear.  What are these inef-
ficiencies?

Inefficiencies in the FX market
In one meaning of efficiency, the FX market is

extremely efficient.  The depth and liquidity of
the market; its disaggregation; the volume of in-
formation and the speed of its flow; and the very
low transaction costs) make the currency market
by far the most efficient marketplace in the
world.  However, when financial market theorists
talk about efficiency, they mean the extent to
which relevant information is not reflected in the
price, which is a different concept.

One way of testing whether information is
not reflected in the price is to examine whether
the path of prices over time is random in the sta-
tistical sense.  If the path appears not to be ran-
dom, the question arises as to whether there is
information which exists at a particular time, and
which subsequently will be reflected in the price.

In currencies, there is strong evidence that
the market fails the weak form of efficiency (that
all price history is reflected in the price).  In lay-
man’s terms, at least one inefficiency shows up in
currencies displaying trends.  This alone is
enough to allow active managers the opening

they need to construct active models which have
an expected positive value-added over time.  This
also happens in all other asset markets – but with
one difference.  In other asset markets, the ineffi-
ciency becomes widely known, and the majority
of the participants in the market, most of whom
have similar mandates, risk parameters, stock uni-
verses, benchmarks, etc begin to adopt a model
which exploits the inefficiency.  Arbitrage then
ensures that the inefficiency disappears.  The
process of disappearing creates performance dis-
appointment, and the renewed search for new
inefficiencies.

The successful active manager is then one
who is either “first in” and “first out” exploiting an
inefficiency; who exploits an unknown or unre-
marked inefficiency; or who exploits an ineffi-
ciency which other participants are unable
(through reasons of, say risk tolerance or hori-
zon) to exploit.

In my opinion, active currency overlay man-
agers fall into the latter category.  Most (say at
least 99%–see above) of the participants in the
FX market are banks, and commercial, trading or
industrial companies.  Most of the transactions
that they undertake are the result of an external
event (the import of an aircraft; the placing of an
order by a client) which precipitates an FX trans-
action.  The risk- and time-limits which these
participants typically operate under will ensure
that this transaction has to be executed, with lit-
tle discretion, in the very near future.  This cre-
ates a huge volume of relatively price insensitive
two-way traffic in the FX market, which creates
the liquidity off which the “pilot fish” active cur-
rency overlay managers can feed.  This FX market
structure is very stable, and has changed little
over twenty years–allowing overlay managers, as
long as they remain a small part of the FX market,
to continue to add value in the future.

3 BIS Survey Table C-1 P16
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